
	  

	  

Micah Sheffield 

Close Reading: Literary vs. Commercial Fantasy 

 Fantasy can be a tricky genre. For those who have taken the time to delve into the 

mythical worlds and realms that are often portrayed in fantasy pieces, the rewards are 

rich and exciting. However, it often takes a measure of commitment and patience that the 

average reader may not possess in order to really “get into” fantasy. However, much like 

most other genres there are ways to write fantasy that make it more appealing for 

commercial distribution than usual. On the flipside, it is possible to use the otherworldly 

elements found in fantasy to push literary concepts that may otherwise be difficult or 

unclear. Further still, it is possible to create fantasy stories that are a blend of the two, 

exploring complex, thought provoking themes while utilizing that which grants fantasy a 

more commercial appeal. In this essay we shall be exploring both commercial and literary 

fantasy, as well as utilizing Kelly Link’s “Get in Trouble” as an example of what a 

merging of the two styles looks like. We will determine that the line between literary and 

commercial fantasy lies in the way that the story is told, with commercial focusing more 

on what can more easily conveyed in a physical sense, and literary fantasy focusing on 

thought provocation and artfully delivering a message.  

 Lets start with defining what it means for a fantasy piece to be commercial 

leaning, literary leaning, or a blend of the two. The differences are fairly easy to point 

out, but there is a lot of overlap and it is difficult to define a work as purely literary or 

purely commercial, as most literature strives to achieve a measure of both. In that case, 

we must look at the aspects of a work that grants it the qualities of either side, and then 

evaluate which way it leans overall.  



	  

	  

 First up is commercial, as it is a little easier to showcase. When something has 

commercial appeal, that means that the way it is presented, the contents of the product, 

have aspects that make it more likely to be accepted or enjoyed by a large variety of 

people. Since human beings are immensely variable and nuanced, creating something that 

has commercial appeal on a large scale is often times quite difficult, especially when the 

product is centered in thought and interpretation. Thus, works that carry a lot of 

commercial appeal tend to be focused on things that are universal to humanity, or at least 

a large percentage of consumers. Love, hatred, violence, drama, etc, these are all things 

that most humans either experience or strive for at some point in their lives, and while the 

details of those emotions can and often are deep and literary, the portrayal of them is 

more easily translated into a commercial format. A great example of the dichotomy 

between commercial and literary success is the Twilight series. As a literary work, the 

Twilight series has been lambasted by critics and readers alike as an almost indisputable 

example of poor writing. Yet, the commercial success of the series was astounding, with 

the books selling over one hundred million copies and with a series of moderately 

successful films to boot.  

 So what happened with Twilight? Or the equally as condemned but still highly 

successfully series inspired by it, Fifty Shades of Grey? The works had little literary 

appeal, but they had a metric ton of commercial appeal. This was because the Twilight 

series showcased literary elements that not only appealed to a large majority of people, 

but were easy to understand, easy to relate to, and easy to showcase on alternative media 

platforms like the big screen. It is this ease of conversion that is one of the key defining 

traits of a commercially oriented work. The more easily a piece of literature converts 



	  

	  

from the telling to the showing of other media platforms greatly increases its commercial 

viability. This often runs tangentially to the level of relatable content present in the piece 

as well, with the two concepts merging to produce a commercially successful work (even 

if its not the most astounding literary achievement out there). 

 Lets get specific, because we’re at that point. What made Twilight so appealing to 

the masses? In this case, it was the utilization of the two most universal sensation pursuits 

that humanity undergoes, love and lust. Twilight was a fantasy love story between an 

ordinary girl (so relatable!) and a beautiful, brooding, dangerous vampire who is obsessed 

with her and only her (less relatable). The story didn’t simply feature commercial 

elements; it was almost entirely made up of them. From the love interests being 

aesthetically pleasing, to the demonstrable physicality of romance and violence, Twilight 

capitalizes on the physical fantasies of the women (and I’m sure some men) that are into 

that kind of thing. But this is a literary analysis, so lets dive into some quotes. 

 “About three things I was absolutely positive. First, Edward was a vampire. 
Second, there was a part of him-and I didn’t know how potent that part might be-that 
thirsted for my blood. And third, I was unconditionally and irrevocably in love with 
him.” (Ch. 9, 195) 
 
 The above quote comes at about nine chapters into the story. Lets break it down 

from both standpoints. Right off the bat this paragraph is both summary and telling, not 

showing. We are listed facts rather than learning them through the story. We are told 

things that could, and should, be shown instead. Not only that, but these facts are 

redundant at this stage. We, the audience, know that Edward is a vampire. We know that 

vampires crave human blood, almost insatiably, to the point of it being a “duh” statement. 

Finally, we are hit with a highly unrealistic tell, that she is feeling a love that is 

unconditional and irrevocable, two statements that are completely inapplicable to love 



	  

	  

(no matter how much anyone wishes or even believes to the contrary). Anyone with a 

literary background knows that love is incredibly complex. It can change, it is not perfect, 

and it is not infallible. For someone seeking quality thought provoking literature this is 

absolutely the wrong place to look. But, we have the other side of things to consider. 

 From a commercial standpoint, the paragraph is brilliant. Appealing to a fantasy 

that so many people crave to be a reality? It hits all the marks! Even lists them out for us 

too. He is a vampire (mysterious and otherworldly!), he craves her blood to a potentially 

uncontrollable degree (sexy danger!) and she is head over heels, no way around or out of 

it in love with him (the dream!). Because Bella knows all these things, the reader (who is 

either self-inserting themselves or is a romance voyeur because why else would you be 

un-ironically reading Twilight) knows them too and can insert a facsimile of themselves 

into Bella’s place. The protagonist is as bland and generic as she can get because she is 

meant to be overwritten by the reader. Thus we have an example of poor literary writing 

but good commercial writing. 

 Now that we’ve established an example of good commercial writing but poor 

literary writing, lets take a look at Kelly Link’s Get in Trouble for an example of 

commercial writing that blends with its literary side more smoothly than Twilight does. 

We can even utilize the same highly commercialized topics of love and lust. The work 

we’ll examine is “Origin Story”. The piece follows the perspective of Bunnatine, a single 

mother with the power to float a few feet off the ground, as she spends a night with her 

lover slash superhero of questionable status, Biscuit. The obvious fantasy elements in 

play are the fact that they live in a world of superheroes, but the take is much more 



	  

	  

realistic than traditional superhero fantasy. It poses the question “what would a superhero 

society really look like?” which opens the doors for an incredibly literary approach.  

 Kelly Link approaches romance and lust in a way that feels much more grounded 

in reality than Stephanie Meyer’s works. You could honestly point to the entire piece that 

is “Origin Story” as an example of fantasy romance done right (or at least very well), but 

we will focus on a particular exchange that encapsulates this idea as well as being an 

example of solid dialogue. Biscuit and Bunnatine spend most of the story simply talking, 

reminiscing, and being physically intimate. At one point then end up bickering, and the 

exchange goes as such. 

 “I miss that hat. The one with the pom-poms. Some drunk stole it out of my car.” 
 “I’ll buy you another one.” 
 “Don’t bother. It’s just I could fly better when I was wearing it.” 
 He said, “It’s not really flying. It’s more like hovering.” 
 “What, like leaping around like a pogo stick makes you special? Ok, so apparently it 
does. But you look like an idiot. Those enormous legs. That outfit. Anyone ever tell you that?” 
 “Why are you such a pain in the ass?” 
 “Why are you so mean? Why do you have to win every fight? 
 “Why do you, Bunnatine?” I have to win because I have to. I have to win. That’s my job. 
Everybody always wants me to be a nice guy. But I’m a good guy.” 
 “What’s the difference again?” 
 “A nice guy wouldn’t do this, Bunnatine. Or this.”  
 
If we break it down, we not only get a more realistic romantic moment but we also get 

quality literary dialogue. The first thing to note about this is that its almost entirely 

dialogue with no tags. Normally this would be discouraged, but in this case the dialogue 

itself manages to convey, or allow the reader to easily imagine, what actions the 

characters are taking. When Bunnatine describes Biscuit’s attire, it is easy to imagine her 

gesturing in time with her remarks towards his outfit. It is also the first time we are given 

a description of Biscuit’s costume, and its done entirely through dialogue in a way that 

not only fleshes out the dynamic of the two’s relationship, but also feels natural. The 

same can be said about Biscuit’s appearance, which has also been scarcely detailed 



	  

	  

throughout the piece. We get glimpses into the psychology of both characters, such as 

when Bunnatine mentions being able to fly better while wearing the hat, or Biscuit’s brief 

monologue about how he has to be a “good guy”. Not only do these passages give us 

flowing interactions that evoke imagery, they also prompt the reader to ask questions. 

Why does Bunnatine feel she flies better with the hat? How else is Biscuit’s mind 

affected by the social perception of him? Or his need to maintain said perception? We are 

able to glean so much from these short dialogue exchange, and on top of it all it is a more 

realistic depiction of romance. 

 Lets change gears slightly and look at an example of quality literature that also 

works well in the commercial sense. As we've touched upon, commercial fantasy 

literature (and most other genres of literature, truthfully) is literature that translates well 

to the more economic/capitalist side of distribution. Depending on how a story is written, 

it can be suited for adaptations across media other than the pages of a book. The most 

common example of this is when a novel is made into a movie, but T.V shows and stage 

plays are also fairly prevalent. But what marks a piece as suitable for this sort of 

adaptation? 

 There are multiple qualities that can be found in literature that make it suited for 

media adaptation, but one of the easiest aspects to point to is physical set pieces. By this 

we mean the parts of a story that are not only physically present, but are impressive 

within that presence. The example that we will use before we discuss Link’s work again 

is Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings, arguably the greatest example of blended literature 

out there (being both incredibly literary and commercially viable). Much like with 

“Origin Story”, one could write a whole essay detailing examples from Lord of the Rings 



	  

	  

that are amazing examples of literature and also commercially viable. From the fantasy 

medieval landscapes, to the complex and highly detailed cities and political systems, 

Lord of the Rings is full of passages that translate commercially. However, there is one 

particular short passage that I think stands as an excellent example of the aforementioned 

blend. The following describes Shelob The Great Spider, an antagonistic monster that 

assails the protagonists during the story. 

 “But still she was there, who was there before Sauron, and before the first stone of 

Barad-dûr; and she served none but herself, drinking the blood of Elves and Men, bloated 

and grown fat with endless brooding on her feasts, weaving webs of shadow; for all 

living things were her food, and her vomit darkness.” (Book 4, Chapter 9) 

 Lets break down why this is quality literary fantasy. From the first line we are 

given the scope of this monster, that it precedes even the primary antagonist of the story 

in age. That statement alone already cements Shelob as something grand, as ancient 

beings are more often associated with power in fantasy than not. The fact that she 

precedes someone as mighty as Sauron lends well to the sense of dread such a creature 

evokes. Tolkien only further expounds that dread with the following lines. Having one’s 

blood drank is a terrifying prospect, and coupled with the fact that the spider has grown 

fat off of feasting upon elves and men is implicit of her successfulness in hunting, which 

in itself is demonstrative of her intelligence and power. Finally, Tolkien weaves the 

power of myth into Shelob’s being with the final lines. Though not all living things are 

actually her prey (there are creatures in that universe that outclass her) and she doesn’t 

literally vomit darkness (how would that even work?) it is the concept that evokes fear 

and awe in the reader. Tolkien speaks of Shelob like a storyteller would whisper a horror 



	  

	  

story to a group of terrified children, and his use of that language brings out that same 

fear in the reader. 

 How does that passage translate to a commercial medium? It's a giant honking 

monster of a spider! To have something horrifying described is one thing, but to actually 

see such a beast with one’s own eyes is a completely different matter. Shelob is an 

effective set piece in the story, as it would not be difficult to take the physical descriptors 

that Tolkien uses and recreate them physically/digitally for a movie. Commercial 

viability is grounded in how well a literary piece can be represented visually. This is why 

abstract concepts, such as raw thought and emotion, while strong literary devices do not 

lend well to commercial mediums. It is difficult to show those things, but it is easy to tell 

of them. 

 Coming back to Link, there is a short piece in her collection that, in my opinion, 

could be seen as commercially viable. The short story “The Summer People” follows a 

girl named Fran who works for a mysterious race of people taking care of their summer 

home. The Summer People have magical powers, but the reader never gets to be present 

for the casting of this magic. Instead, Link shows the results of the magic. At one point, 

Fran takes another girl named Ophelia into what is known as the “War Room” and the 

description of this room is perfect as a commercial set piece. 

 “The walls were beaten tin and copper, scrap metal held down with two-penny nails. Molded 

forms lay on the floor representing scaled down mountains, forests, and plains where miniature armies 

fought desperate battles. There was a kiddy pool over by the big picture window with a machine in it that 

made waves. There were little ships ad submersibles, and occasionally one of the ships sank, and bodies 

would go floating over to the edges. There was a sea serpent made of tubing and metal rings that swam 

endlessly in a circle. There was a sluggish river, too, closer to the door, that ran red and stank and stained 



	  

	  

the banks. The summer people were always setting up miniature bridges and blowing the bridges up.” 

(P.30) 

 This passage gives a vivid picture of the inside of this room, attributing human 

characteristics and traits to what would normally be otherwise inanimate objects. They 

fight desperate battles and sink ships and bleed and die. The rather serious and dire nature 

of this concept comes into conflict with the usual lighthearted and fun nature of playing 

with figurines, leaving conflicting emotions in the reader. Beyond that, however, this 

passage is an excellent example of commercial fantasy. Creating this room as a set piece 

would not only be easily achievable, but would make for a fantastic and mesmerizing 

scene. This is writing that translates well into the physical world from a visual standpoint. 

It is not abstract, it is not thought or feeling, and thus it can be utilized in a commercial 

sense. However, it does bring the mystery and impossibility of fantasy into the forefront 

without delving into that which is not able to be visually represented or recreated 

mentally. This is one of the key markers that separates literary fantasy from commercial 

fantasy. 

 Finally, lets examine a blend of commercial and literary fantasy from Link. The 

perfect combination of literary and commercial fantasy would be something that conveys 

ideas (and all the associated emotions) in a way that makes it easily digested and enjoyed 

by the majority of people, especially if it can be shown in a physical manner. I believe an 

excellent example of this comes in the form of the short story “Get In Trouble”, the title 

piece of Link’s collection. In this story, a young teenager attempts to meet up with a man 

she knows is much older than her that she met in an online video game. The place they 

are to meet is at a hotel that is hosting a joint dentist and superhero convention. No lore is 

established around these superheroes, Link instead leaves it up to the reader’s idea of a 



	  

	  

hero combined with a few splashes of her own nuance to fill in the gaps. A prime 

example of the sort of blended fantasy that we are looking for comes when the 

protagonist enters the lobby. 

 “Now fill up the lobby with dentists and superheroes. Men and women, oral 

surgeons, eight-dimensional entities, mutants, and freaks who want to save your teeth, 

save the world, and maybe end up with a television show, too. I’ve seen a dentist or two 

in my time, Paul Zell, but we don’t get many superheroes out on the plain. We get 

tornados instead. There are two conventions going on at the hotel, and they’re mingling 

round the fountain tra la la, tipping back drinks.” (84) 

 Link begins this passage by asking the reader to envision a typical hotel lobby, 

and then to imagine it filled with dentists and superheroes. The addition of this fantasy 

element offsets the normality of the lobby and the dentists, but the fact that the fantasy 

elements are casually grounded in a realistic setting helps to further the reader’s 

immersion. Link continues this trend with her alternating remarks on dentists and 

superheroes, further showing that superheroes are a completely average occurrence in the 

protagonist’s world. The narrator’s casual, flippant speech, particularly the last line, 

continues the trend. Not only is this an entertaining and abnormal approach to modern 

fantasy, but it also serves as an example of combined commercial and literary fantasy. 

The literary aspects are found in the descriptions themselves, with the narrator providing 

vivid detail in a manner that comes across like someone recounting a mildly amusing 

anecdote. This gives us visuals, lore, and character all in one short passage. The 

commercial part is derivative from the fact that it would not at all be difficult to recreate 

this scene from a visual standpoint, with said visual conveying much of the same as the 



	  

	  

literary aspects. Seeing this scene would be nearly, if not just as a effective as reading it. 

That in of itself is one of the key defining traits of a work that is both literary and 

commercial. 

 Literature can be vastly different depending on style, genre, and beyond, but when 

it comes to being literary or commercial the spectrum is more of a slider. With fantasy, 

the crux of the matter is how well the writing translates into a visual medium while 

retaining the aspects that made it literary. Literary focused writing deals more with 

abstract notions, such as thoughts, feelings, and ideas. These are easy to digest when 

reading them as the written word, but they are difficult to adapt in a visual way that 

preserves those qualities. On the flip side, commercial literature focuses on what can be 

expressed in an easy to understand, but mass appealing way. It aims for what is “wide 

spread” and “popular” without much regard for quality, thought provocation, or accuracy 

in regards to human functions. A middle ground can and should be reached between the 

two, and Link pulls this off. The descriptions, settings, fantasy elements, and ideas 

showcased in her short stories make the reader think and feel, but are cast in a way that 

makes them easy to represent visually, and in this way Link succeeds at creating 

commercial-literary literature. 


